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The Ask the Expert Policy Briefs are highly informative tools proposed in the framework of 

the ReSOMA project. They tap into the most recent academic research on the 9 topics 

covered by ReSOMA and map it out in a way that is accessible to a non-academic audi-

ence. By doing so, the briefs introduce the policy-relevant research conducted by re-

searchers with different approaches and perspectives on the same topic. 
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Ask the Expert Policy Brief 

Integration outcomes of recent sponsorship and 

humanitarian visa arrivals 

By Zeynep Kaşlı 

 

 

Alternative legal channels in Europe as well as research on their effectiveness seem in its 

infancy. As summarized in our first brief, the effectiveness, fairness and in general integration 

outcomes of existing alternative channels are disputed. In general, there remains a gap 

between fast and effective refugee resettlement through alternative pathways and 

achieving transition into labor market and wellbeing of individuals and households.  

 

This brief is a summary of our interview and written exchange with two key experts in asylum 

reception in Europe: Prof. Dr. Birgit Glorius Professor of Human Geography, from Technische 

Universitat Chemnitz, Principle Investigator of the Horizon 2020 CEASEVAL project; and Prof. 

Dr. Hannes Schammann, Professor of Migration Policy Analysis, from University of Hildesheim, 

the author of a recently published report on European refugee politics.  

 

In the light of recent developments in this field and their own research, we asked Prof. Glo-

rius and Prof. Schammann to comment specifically on the relationship between alternative 

visas and integration, the effectiveness of alternative channels and what role the EU could 

play in that regard, and on what issues need further research and feedback from different 

stakeholders.  

  

http://www.resoma.eu/sites/resoma/resoma/files/policy_brief/pdf/Ask%20the%20Expert%20Brief%20Sponsorship%20%26%20Humanitarian%20Visa.pdf
https://www.tu-chemnitz.de/phil/iesg/professuren/geographie/Mitarbeiter/inhab.php
http://ceaseval.eu/
http://www.hannes-schammann.de/
http://www.hannes-schammann.de/
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What are the key features of private 

sponsorship and alternative channels 

for the integration of refugees and hu-

manitarian visa arrivals in the destina-

tion society? 

 

Glorius and Schammann both agree that 

private sponsorship is potentially a con-

structive process from longer-term integra-

tion perspective, as it entails involvement 

of more societal actors from the very be-

ginning. They highlight that especially lo-

cal stakeholders play quite important 

roles, such as NGOs, employers and prop-

erty owners as well as municipalities, start-

ing from but certainly not limited to initial 

reception. Therefore, the process de-

pends very much on different actors’ will-

ingness to cooperate which can be fos-

tered with good planning of the coordi-

nated efforts and implementation of sup-

port programs. To achieve that, they both 

pinpoint the necessity to give more power 

to municipalities on the reception process, 

such as the decisions on whether the local 

integration infrastructure and migration bi-

ography of the given municipalities can 

accommodate individual needs and pref-

erences of a specific newcomer. This is 

considered a key factor in achieving 

longer-term positive reception and inte-

gration outcomes on the locality and to 

avoid secondary movements. 

 

While Schammann mentions that the UK 

private sponsorship scheme has recently 

become an example for Germany, Glorius 

stress that Europe overall is not doing very 

well on these kinds of resettlement 

schemes on a global scale. In this regard, 

the family reunification schemes in Ger-

man is a novel and important alternative 

path for arrival and integration. It a form of 

private sponsorship and in theory an ef-

fective way of integration since a family 

member would know the needs of new-

comers’ the best, care for them and 

would try to smoothen the path for them.  

 

How can they be ‘operationalised’ by 

local, regional and/or national policy 

makers?  

 

Both experts underline the role of cooper-

ation among all the relevant actors, start-

ing from the individual applicant, their lo-

cal consultant networked with all related 

state institutions and the civil society, and 

bureaucrats in relevant institutions. So far, 

private sponsorship has been a double-

edged sword. On the one hand, it re-

quired individual solidarity and active par-

ticipation of (former) refugees and mi-

grants, and, on the other hand, the exist-

ing practices have put the full responsibil-

ity and risk of the process on refugees’ 

shoulders. Many applicants and state 

agents have criticized the current family 

reunification scheme for asylum seekers 

under subsidiary protection for its compli-

cated application process and lack of co-

operation and coordination across munic-

ipalities and state institutions. They men-

tion especially the strict and short dead-

lines for application from the submission of 

financial guarantees to the actual reloca-

tion after the approval of an application 

and the hardships in physically reaching 

the embassies in countries of origin or 

transit. For such practical reasons, it has 

not so far reached the much-contested 

annual quota of 12000 persons.  
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Glorius suggests that cooperation necessi-

tates more involvement of local actors in 

countries of settlement and actors with 

discretionary power. This means softening 

of the legal procedures and regulations 

on social assistance, which impede local 

authorities to use their discretion on a 

case-by-case basis. In a similar vein, to in-

crease the decision making power of local 

authorities as well as applicants, in their re-

cent policy brief, Schammann and his col-

leagues suggest a new municipal reloca-

tion mechanism that guarantees human 

rights standards, considers individual pref-

erences and allows the persons seeking 

protection a selection of suitable munici-

palities through an algorithm-based 

matching process. Schammann also 

stresses the new NeST programme in Ger-

many, government and civil-society joint 

sponsorship program that starts in spring 

2019. The programme builds on the expe-

riences gained in Canada and the UK and 

relies on group of sponsors meaning at 

least five people committed to helping 

one individual or family settle by providing 

practical and financial support. How it will 

work in practice is yet to be seen. However 

as the experience of family reunification 

scheme shows, institutional and structural 

support is of great importance in the ap-

plication process to begin with.  

What can the EU do to foster such legal 

pathways?  

 

Experts suggest both political and institu-

tional measures that could be taken at the 

EU level. One of the findings of the CEASE-

VAL project is that the EU reception di-

rective had very limited impact on the 

harmonization, meaning that national sys-

tems are even more divergent than be-

fore the crisis. While at the moment hu-

manitarian visa pathways are a matter of 

national decision, it is also observed that 

some cities and even some rather small 

towns may sometimes be more advance 

than their national authorities in welcom-

ing refugees and yet they need political 

support to be realize their plans.  

 

As a first step, Glorius suggests that a dec-

laration of intention by the EP on the ne-

cessity to open humanitarian visa path-

ways in all member states. This would give 

the European Commission the signal to 

engage in supporting those pathways 

with their own competencies and their na-

tional contact points. For example, visa 

procedures are something that every ap-

plicant, every municipality and every state 

is struggling on their own and, if they could 

be united, they would have stronger ca-

pacity to share their expertise and enact 

pressure on their national governments to 

make sure those alternative visa pathways 

are open and work smoothly. However, for 

such interventions to be politically legiti-

mate, an EU-level political declaration of 

intention is essential.  

 

At the institutional level, experts underline 

the necessity to improve multi-level coop-

eration and especially cooperation be-

tween EASO, EU institutions, IOM, UNHCR, 

https://www.boell.de/en/2019/03/19/local-turn-european-refugee-politics
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ECRE and other organizations and govern-

mental actors. For example, one way to 

obtain documents from host country with-

out putting persons at risk, or easier ways 

to obtain travel documents would be em-

bassy representatives visiting the camps 

instead of individual applicants having to 

go to the embassy. This means, institutions 

must get more responsibility than leaving it 

all to individuals. Schammann briefly 

evokes the concrete suggestions they 

make in their report regarding how the EU 

can support municipalities and local com-

munities willing to work on legal pathways 

and implementation of CEAS: 

 

Simpler access to EU funds through:  

 One municipality, one application 

 Simplified co-financing 

 One-Stop-Shop for advising municipal-

ities. 

 

Giving the municipalities more of a say by: 

 Strengthening the Partnership Principle 

 Establishing an EU body to mediate the 

disputes between national and local 

authorities. 

 

What are the major issues on this topic 

that need further research for more 

sustainable and effective policies in 

this field?  Related to that, what issues 

require further feedback from national 

or local stakeholders, namely policy 

actors, NGOs and practitioners? 

 

 Knowledge on the positive and negative 

experiences of long-term integration is still 

scattered. How did the problems come 

about and how are they solved? 

 According to stakeholders, what does a 

locality need to be open for receiving asy-

lum seekers? 

 What kind of information do the stake-

holders need in advance to prepare for 

the newcomers?  

 How can we establish a more efficient co-

operation between the EU, national and 

local level as long as there is no EU-wide 

consensus about a common asylum sys-

tem? How would a flexible multiple-speed 

EU asylum system look like to be effective?  

 Which organisations are able to support 

the legal pathways in which way and how 

can they work together? (starting from 

EASO, UNHCR, NGO´s, ECRE going down 

to grassroots level) 

In sum, the points that are repeatedly 

highlighted by the experts are the urgency 

to provide political and structural support 

to the local communities and organiza-

tions and municipalities willing to take 

more active roles for the integration of pri-

vate sponsorship or humanitarian visa arri-

vals. More discretionary power and legal 

flexibility at the local and regional level of 

governance are key for more cooperation 

across state institutions. This will democra-

tize the process, give more room for civil 

society actors to get directly involved in in-

tegration processes from the beginning 

and contribute to socially cohesion at all 

levels.  
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